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QUESTION 1

Mask Makers LLC has a traditional sales channel that uses an existing CPQ implementation to process orders.
Customers frequently reorder previous purchases quickly and split the order into several deliveries for different
locations. Additionally, these customers are given special pricing through Price Books m CPQ based on annual
spending and other parameters. The customer currently makes their purchase by sending an email or calling their
appointed sales representative, and then waits to receive a quote. 

Mask Makers LLC wants to move away from this very manual and time-consuming process. The company wants to
provide its customers with a personalized experience that is simplified and streamlined with existing special pricing
visible and the option to self- serve- Mask Makers LLC would also like to deliver this within a short timeframe, as
business must continue to grow. 

Which design approach should a Solution Architect recommend to meet these requirements within the timeframe while
adhering to best practices. 

A. Implement B2B Commerce and use the CPQ B26 Commerce Connector to integrate to CPQ. Set 826 Commerce as
the Product and Pricing master. 

B. Implement 626 Commerce and use the CPQ 626 Commerce Connector to integrate to CPQ. Keep CPQ as the
Product and Pricing master. 

C. Implement B26 Commerce and use the CPQ 626 Commerce Connector to integrate to CPQ. Allow bidirectional
updates to Products and Pricing. 

D. Implement B2B Commerce and build a custom integration to CPQ. Keep CPQ as the Product and Pricing master. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) is a global organisation that wants to establish a 628 Commerce site to meet changing
customer expectations and expand into new markets. These expectations include being able to self-serve 24x7 and get
automated updates on orders. There are existing sales channels used at UC. Including a standard Sales team as well
as a partner sales channel. 

The sales leader met with a Solution Architect and shared that they want to grow their digital capabilities over the next 2
years. Time is of the essence and the sales leader needs to have the ecommerce solution in place as soon as possible
to capture market share in new geographies before other competitors move in. The executive team has promised
prompt access to key stakeholders as needed. 

What is the appropriate next step \\'or the Solution Architect? 

A. Propose the introduction of B2B Commerce and CPQ to address the key areas of need such as global commerce,
complex pricing, quoting and discounting needs; highlight the key features 6r>a the alignment of the features to the
needs outlined. 

B. Propose a set of high-level design options with architecture diagrams depicting the potential elements of a solution
that would meet the needs of the enterprise, including pros and cons to help the stakeholders make final decisions. 

C. Recommend in iterative rollout strategy for one of the new geographies where B2B Commerce is first rolled out to
secure first mover status, while the Solution Architect gathers more requirements around other capabilities and
requirements, and then roll those out over subsequent phases. 
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D. Recommend discovery meetings with additional stakeholders to gather information on the functional and technical
requirement across the sales and other functional areas, then provide a recommendation based on information gathered
to deliver an MVP. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A Solution Architect is working with a complex enterprise architecture that supports multiple business processes. Many
previous transformation projects have struggled because of the interdependencies between the Salesforce production 

environment and other systems, as well as a lack of documentation. 

In which two ways can a Solution Architect gain a better understanding of the current state of the Salesforce production
environment? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Speak to the business stakeholders to gather their suggestions for improvement. 

B. Identify which system integrator did the previous implementation and ask them to document their work. 

C. Examine the details of the current configuration to see how it is set up. 

D. Work with the system administrator to identify who has the most knowledge of the current configuration. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) needs to support its customers via email, phone, and chat. Service agents are only
scheduled to support one communication channel for each shift. UC has implemented a service-focused community but
only wants customers to inquire about service in the community through chat. 

Which three options should a Solution Architect recommend to meet the requirements defined above? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. CTI adaptor with Omni-Channel integration 

B. Customer Community with ability to create a new support Case 

C. Experience Cloud, web-to-case, and a CTI integration 

D. Omni-Channel with defined presence, routing configurations, and Service Channels 

E. Customer Community with Live Agent 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 5
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Universal Containers (UC) delivers packaging solutions to its customers based on volume schedule, which is part of a
contract that UC is closing. Customers place orders against these contracts, and the orders are maintained in an ERP
system outside of Salesforce. 

Employees of UC want to track invoicing payment status on a monthly basis so that they can identify early when
customer orders fall short of the contractual target. 

Which two solution components should a Solution Architect recommend to meet this requirement? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Opportunities and Opportunity Products from Sales Cloud 

B. Product and Revenue Schedules from Sales Cloud 

C. Invoicing payment status sync between Salesforce Billing and ERP 

D. Orders and Order Products from Sales Cloud and a MuleSoft integration with the ERP 

Correct Answer: AB 
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